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SPECIFICATION AND MANUFACTURE

Refer to SANS 1519 for specification and colour co-ordinates

Fig 1.11
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Chromaticity Chart: Road Sign Paint
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SPECIFICATION AND MANUFACTURE

1.5.5

Refer to SANS 1519 for specification and colour co-ordinates

Fig 1.12
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Chromaticity Chart: Retroreflective Materials
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1.5.6

SPECIFICATION AND MANUFACTURE

Refer to SANS 1442 for specification and colour co-ordinates

Fig 1.13

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Chromaticity Chart: Roadstuds
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SPECIFICATION AND MANUFACTURE

1.5.7

Refer to SANS 1459 for specification and colour co-ordinates

Fig 1.14
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Chromaticity Chart: Traffic Lights
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1.6

SIGN PLACEMENT

1.6.1

General

1

This section deals mainly with the positioning of
permanent road signs. The positioning of road markings
is covered partially in Chapter 7, and is dealt with more
comprehensively in Volume 2,Chapter 2.The positioning of
traffic signals i s covered in Chapter 6 and in Volume 3.

2

The position of a sign can be specified in three ways,
namely:

distance between signs does not exceed 150 m when a
prohibition is required for a greater distance. The
majority of regulations brought into effect by a regulatory
sign therefore apply from the point where the sign is
located. Such regulations remain in effect until
changed by another sign of the same type but a different
value e.g. a speed limit sign, or until de-restricted by a
DE-RESTRICTION sign (R)600. Notwithstanding t h i s
provision, it is recommended that signs be repeated
where necessary (after major junctions for
instance) to reinforce the regulatory message.
The following regulatory signs have a limited application.
For details of the actual limit see the individual sign subsections
in Chapter 2:

(a) longitudinally in relation to the roadway alignment;
(b) laterally in relation to the roadway cross-section;
(c) vertically.
Relatively wide tolerances may be assumed for any
guidelines given in relation longitudinal sign placing,
whereas tolerances in relation to lateral and vertical
positioning are much less and are given in Table 1.3 for
permanent road signs. The guidelines given in this
section do not apply to t h e positioning of
temporary road signs. For details of temporary
road sign applications see Volume 2, Chapter 3,
Section 3.5 and Chapter 13.
3

Unless noted specifically in the text covering an
individual sign, all permanent road signs should be
located on the left side of the road, or, if they are
mounted overhead, as close as possible over the centre
of the lane(s) to which they apply. Duplicate signs may
also be used on the right side of the road for extra emphasis
particularly on one-way roadways.

4

As a general rule a road sign should be visible from a
distance in metres numerically equal to the operating
speed of the road in kilometres per hour.

5

Signs and their supports should be positioned so as not to
obstruct sidewalks.

6

It should be recognised that sign supports may represent
significant hazards to road users. They must therefore be
sited to minimise this risk and be provided with protective
devices if necessary. Various road authorities have
standards in this regard which should be complied with.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

NO EXCESSIVE NOISE sign R206;
NO HITCHHIKING sign R207;
NO OVERTAKING signs R214 and R215;
NO PARKING sign R216;
NO STOPPING sign R217;
PARKING R ESERVATION sign R305 - P;
LIMITED PARKING RESER VATION sign R306 -P;
ALL other PARKING RESERVATION signs R307 - P
to R323 - P;
(i) ANY selective restriction version of the above
signs.

3

Regulatory signs may also appear on the face of a
guidance sign. They may be located in advance of their
intended point of application to advise road users of the
approaching control. When used in advance, or on
another sign the regulatory sign should always be
associated with a distance, if necessary on a
SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE IN11 (see Section 2.8).

4

The l ongitudinal position of a WARNING sign used in
advance of the hazard to whic h it refers is covered by
Figure 3.1. The distances derived from Figure 3.1 should
be considered to be guidelines. If some obstruction exists
at the recommended distance the sign should normally
be located at a greater (and NOT a smaller) distance
from the hazard than that given in Figure 3.1 (see
Figure 1.15). If iit is necessary to position the sign
significantly further from the hazard than indicated in
Figure 3.1 consideration should be given to adding a
distance SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE IN11.3 (see
Section 3.6).

5

Hazard marker warning signs are located at, or very close to
the hazard. (See Figure 1.17 for details of the location of
hazard markers in relation to bridges, guard-rails etc.)
Certain hazard marker signs are used at regular
spacings. Details of recommended spacings are given in
Section 3.5. Figure 1.17 illustrates additional guidelines for the
placing of SHARP CURVE CHEVRON signs W405 or
W406.

6

GUIDANCE signs are commonly located in advance of a
junction, or at a junction or other roadside feature such
as a rest/service area or a layby. Recommended
advance distances are given in Figure 4.43. However, for
FREEWAY DIRECTION signs, which are placed in
sequential order, the recommended positions are given in
the text for each individual sign type. (Figures 4.41, 4.42,
4.46 to 4.53, 4.57 to 4.60, 4.68 and 4.69 all refer to guidance
sign sequence details.) The distances

1.6.2 Longitudinal Placement
1

Road signs generally fall into one of two groups with
regard to their longitudinal position. They are either
located at the point of reference, or at a determined
distance in advance of the point of reference. The point of
reference may be one of:
(a) the commencement of a regulatory control;
(b) a hazard to road users;
(c) a road junction.

2

REGULATORY signs are placed at, or as close as
possible to the point on the roadway from which t h e i r
message is to apply. Certain regulatory signs, such as
the NO OVERTAKING signs R214 and R215, NO
PARKING sign R216 and NO STOPPING sign R217
have specific l ongitudinal conditions relating to their
use. Signs R214/R215 are applicable for a distance of 500
m beyond the sign, and should be repeated if the
prohibition is required for a greater distance. Signs
R216 and R217 are required to be repeated so that the
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derived from Figure 4.43 should be considered to be
guidelines. If some obstruction exists which impairs sight
distance to a sign, or the location of the sign itself, the
tendency should always be to move the sign further from the
junction rather than closer to it (see Figure
1.15).Particular care must be taken when erecting
advance direction signs to avoid confusion with minor
junctions or driveways.
7

8

Guidance signs located at a junction should, where
possible, be positioned so that turning traffic passes in
front of the sign rather than behind it, particularly if the
approach is subject to control by a STOP or YIELD sign or
by traffic signals. The sign will then be in view for a
maximum period of time, although it can be obscured
occasionally by large turning vehicles.
Care must be exercised to avoid signs being too closely
spaced along the roadway. An absolute minimum
spacing on rural roads with an operating speed up to
100 km/h should be 80 m. If the first of two signs is a
large sign, a specific study should be made to determine
whether it will obscure the second sign at a distance at
which the second sign should be read by drivers. A
longitudinal separation of 150 m to 300 m is
recommended for rural roads and a minimum
spacing of 200m s houl d be observed on freeways. In
urban areas spatial constraints are significantly greater.
However, the principles relating to sign visibility are
the same. Those erecting signs in an urban
environment must take note of ALL other street
furniture, trees etc. when siting road signs. There is no
point in putting up signs if they cannot be seen.

permanent road signs are given in Figures 1.17 and
1.18.
2

Research has shown that there is a risk, when a
single support, carrying a regulatory, warning or other
small sign at a height of 1600 mm to 2000 mm, is
impacted by a motor car, that the sign may be flung
forward by the collapse of the support through the
vehicle windscreen. This risk is greatest for signs
mounted on steel supports.

3

Signs which are mounted very low are liable to
become easily obscured and will collect dirt. They
are also more susceptible to damage in the event of
grass fires and during roadside maintenance work.
Temporary DELINEATOR PLATE signs TW401 and
TW402 are particularly susceptible to collect dirt and
cleaning programmes must be put into operation. In
a roadworks environment there is little advantage to
raising the level of right side delineators because this
will quickly put them out of cut-off range of dipped
headlamps.

4

Signs which are mounted very high, including overhead signs, are difficult to see at night, particularly if
headlamps are dipped due to oncoming traffic.

1.6.5 Display Angle
1

If longitudinal separation of smaller signs such as regulatory
and warning signs is difficult to achieve adequately, two
such signs may be mounted on the same support,
particularly if their messages are complementary. This
technique is particularly appropriate in roadworks
situations (see Figure 1.16 and Subsection 1.6.4).

Fully retroreflective ground mounted signs, particularly
the larger guidance signs, should be mounted with
attention to detail. The signface should be angled at
approximately 93° to the direction of travel. If the sign is
located on the outside of a curve it should be placed at
93° to the tangent to the curve from the expected point
from which the sign will be read. This will maximise the
retroreflection and eliminate specular or mirror-like
glare
resulting
from
the
otherwise
glossy
retroreflective sign surface (see Figure 1.19).

2

10 The mixing of different messages in a sign sequence
should be avoided as far as possible. During the
geometric design of roads, streets and junctions, this
aspect shall be carefully considered. For example the
provision of lane drops immediately in advance of,
within, or immediately after an intersection or junction
which would require the display of warning signs within
the sequence of direction signs, should be avoided.

If the road gradient, when approaching an overhead
fully retroreflective sign is at +2,0% or greater the
vertical axis of the sign should be parallel to a plumb
line. If the road gradient is less than +2,0% the sign
should be aligned so that the vertical axis is inclined to
face upward at a rate of 10 mm per metre of vertical
signface for each 1% the road gradient differs from +2,0%
(see Figure 1.18).

3

Large signs should be inspected after installation for
the effectiveness of the above measures and adjusted
further in one or both axes, if necessary, to reduce
specular glare from vehicle headlamps, street lighting or
other sources. The vertical setback may aggravate the
collection of bird droppings on the signface (from birds
perched on top of the signs), particularly in coastal
areas. In such circumstances the sign may be mounted
with its signface vertical or a capping plate may be
used on top of the sign which projects a sufficient
distance away from the signface to reduce the risk of
contact of bird droppings with the retroreflective material.

9

1.6.3 Lateral Placement
1

Details of recommended lateral offsets of permanent
road signs from the edge of roadway or edge of the
shoulder are given in Figures 1.17 and 1.18.

2

It is not recommended that signs be placed significantly
further from the roadway or shoulder edge than
indicated in Figures 1.17 or 1.18 because this will
reduce sign conspicuity and therefore drivers' chances of
seeing the signs.

3

If the combination of longitudinal, lateral and vertical
positioning result in a guidance sign being partially
obscured at the appropriate reading distance by a cut
side slope, consideration must be given to modifying
this side slope to permit effective reading of the sign
(see Figure 1.16).

1.6.4 Vertical Placement
1

1.6.6 Other Delineation Devices
1

A range of delineation devices is detailed in Chapter 7,
Section 7.6. These will be most effective if not placed
too far to the left of the edge of the shoulder, and if kept
relatively low, subject to the likelihood of being
obscured by grass. All such devices should be placed at
the recommended spacings. At worst at least three

Details of recommended vertical mounting heights for
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Distance – Fig 4.58

Fig 1.15
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Distance – Fig 4.58

Typical Problems with Longitudinal Positioning of Road Signs
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the message. This may result in drivers being unaware of
a hazard thereby increasing accident risks, or it may result
in a missed turn or exit with a subsequent in- crease in
travel time and distance. In either event drivers may
undertake hazardous manoeuvres at risk to themselves
and to other road users.

devices must be in the view of drivers at any time to
provide adequate delineation.

1.6.7 Obscuration of Road Signs
1 A driver's view ahead to a road sign or traffic signal, or in
some instances to important road markings, may be
obscured by other vehicles. The masking effect of other
traffic may be total, partial or intermittent. Drivers may
therefore need to adjust their speed and/or position on the
road to improve their opportunity of targeting the
necessary information. Such adjustments are only likely
to be attempted when the driver's level of expectation of
being presented with information is high. A driver is not
likely to take corrective action in relation to obscured signs
which are not expected. These circumstances should be
understood by road designers, and particularly those
dealing with the design and placement of road traffic
signs, and should be anticipated in the detail design of
the information sources provided for drivers.
2

As a result of the obscuration of a road traffic sign a
driver may pass such sign without being able to read

GENERAL

3

Features of the driving environment which may have an
influence on sign obscuration, and which should be
considered before finally positioning signs, are:
(a) sign and signal design and reading characteristics
(see Chapters 4 and 6);
(b) driver and vehicle dimensions (the size of obscuring
vehicles and driver's eye position and field of view);
(c) characteristics of the traffic (percentage of large
vehicles, traffic volumes, lane usage, speeds and
headways may all affect the degree of obscuration
experienced);
(d) geometric road features (horizontal and vertical
alignment, number of lanes, merging and weaving
sections etc.).
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Sight Distance from Table 1.2

Sight Distance from Table 1.2

TABLE 1.2

CLEAR SIGHT DISTANCE REQUIREMENTS
Letter Size

Minimum Sight Distance

(mm)

490
420
350
280
210
140
112

TABLE 1.2
(m)

380
340
300
260
220
180
160

NOTES:
(1) As an alternative to repositioning signs the shaded
area may be cleared or obstructions.

legibility distance for the l etter size PLUS 1OOm to
allow for observation of the sign prior to reading.

(2) The "Clear Sight Distance" values include the

Detail 1.16.2 Clear Line of Sight to Larger Guidance Signs

Fig 1.16
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Further Aspects of Longitudinal Positioning of Road Signs
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Fig 1.17
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Positioning of Hazard Markers
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Fig 1.17
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Positioning of Hazard Markers
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TABLE 1.3

LATERAL AND VERTICAL PERMANENT SIGN PLACEMENT DIMENSIONS

Dimension

Minimum
(mm)

Preferred
(mm)

Maximum
(mm)

Remarks

A

1200

1500

2000

See note (8)

8

500

750

600(300)

2100

2500

See note (10)

D

2100

2500

3000

See note (11)

E

0

0

200

See Chapter 3

F

600

1200

2000

G

800

1200

1600

c

H

TABLE 1.3

See "R" and note (9)

6000

J

2000

4000

K

1600

2000

2400

L

750

M

5200

5700

6200

N

1000

1500

p

50

1000

R

600

1500

T

1800

See note (12)
See note (13)
See note (12) and (14)

See "R" and note (9)

See "8" , "N" and note (8)
4200

See note (15)

NOTES:
(Supplementary to Figures 1.17 and 1.18.)
on the approximate line of sight of drivers
approaching on the tangent
to the curve.
Subsequent signs should then be spaced at a
distance "S", backwards and forwards around the
curve from this point (Table 3.5).For the purpose of
such an exercise the value of the offset of the drivers'
line of sight to the left of the road centre line can be
assumed to be between 1200 mm and 1600 mm.
(Figure 1.17)

(1) The minimum size of DANGER PLATE signs W401
and W402 is 600 mm x 150 mm and the maximum
size1200 mm x 300 mm. The maximum size should
be used on roads with an operating speed of 100 km/h
or more at all bridge abutments, piers or parapets
not protected by a guardrail. (Figure 1.17)
(2)

A DANGER PLATE sign should not be used if is likely
to represent a greater hazard than the hazard it is
intended to mark e.g. cross-drain/culvert ends.
(Figure 1.17)

(3)

Any dimension given in relation to guardrails
presumes these are installed to correct safety
standards. (Figures 1.17 and 1.18)

(4)

SHARP CURVE CHEVRON signs W405 and W406
should only be displayed in minimum sets of three,
either as a connected set pointed in one direction, or
as a spaced set (see Table 3.5), also pointing in one
direction. (Figure 1.17)

(5)

(6)

When SHARP CURVE CHEVRON signs are used on
a long curve at least three signs must always be
visible through vertical and horizontal curves. This
requirement overrides any recommended spacing
given in Table 3.5. (Figure 1.17)
In order to position SHARP CURVE CHEVRONS to
best advantage on a long curve it is recommended
that the first sign to be positioned should be placed

GENERAL

(7)

Temporary SHARP CURVE CHEVRON signs may be
used as an alternative to DELINEATOR signs for
greater impact, in a similar manner, at roadworks
sites and detours.

(8)

Dimension "A" is measured from the shoulder break
point (refer to Figure 1.18).

(9)

In an urban environment, where signs are commonly
located behind a kerb, dimension "8" is suitable for
small signs. Dimension "R" is more appropriate for
larger signs such as DIRECTION signs. On higher
speed urban or peri-urban roads dimension "N" may
be used in preference to "R" or "8". (Figure 1.18)

(10) The range of mounting heights between 1500 mm and
2000 mm should be avoided for single pole mounted
signs (Dimension "C") because there is a significant
risk that, on impact by a motor car, the failure of a
steel pole may result in such a sign penetrating the
car windscreen. For a limited number of applications

RTSM
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NOTES: (continued from page 1.6.8)
certain regulatory and warning signs may be
mounted with a minimum vertical clearance of as
little as 300 mm. Such signs are commonly located
in the nose of dual carriageway median islands or to
demarcate a bell-mouth at a junction.
(11) Dimension "D" should be used in any situation where
pedestrians are likely to walk in close proximity to a
road sign OR the sign should be mounted at the
minimum value of dimension "C". (Figure 1.18)
(12) The maximum value given for dimension "H" should
be considered a guideline. It is not desirable to
exceed this value due to the limitations on light from
vehicle headlamps reaching the top of such a sign.
This value allows for a sign 4800 mm in height to be
mounted at the minimum value of dimension "K".
(13) Dimension "J" is preferred for rural and high speed
urban roads. In a low speed urban environment the

MAY 2012

lower values of dimension "R" may be considered.
(Figure 1.18)
(14) The maximum value for dimension "K" is preferred for
FREEWAY DIRECTION signs.
(15) The minimum height appropriate for an overhead sign
in the upward pointing arrow system is 30"d". A letter
size of 420 mm/300 mm ("d" = 60 mm) will therefore
result in a minimum sign height of 1800 mm. A sign
height less than this Dimension "T" is likely to look
ill-proportioned. (Figure 1.18)
(16) Countdown signs can, under certain conditions of
alignment (particularly on a left hand curve) obscure
the Exit Direction sign. II is recommended that the
COUNTDOWN signs be positioned so that they are
in a straight l ine with sign IN1 which is located further
from the edge of the shoulder than sign IN3. (Figure
1.19)
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Fig 1.18

Lateral and Vertical Positioning of Road Signs
Q)
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Fig 1.18
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Lateral and Vertical Positioning of Road Signs
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Fig 1.19
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Offsets to Reduce Specular Glare from Retroreflective Surfaces
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1.7.1

HUMAN FACTORS
1.7

HUMAN FACTORS

1.7.1 General
1

2

The term "human factors" is used to describe the
interaction of man with man-made objects and various
processes within the
natural and
man-made
environment. This interaction of man in the roadway
environment is largely realised in the form of "driver
behaviour''. The efficient operation of the road traffic
system ultimately depends on the performance of the
system users, who are mainly drivers but can include
pedestrians, AND on the understanding by road
designers of the human factors involved in driver
behaviour in the road environment.

3

It is for this latter reason that this section is included in the
Manual. The coverage has, however, been limited.
Those readers involved in the design of roads and in
traffic engineering aspects of road use, are encouraged
to read further on the subject. Research is on-going on
a world wide basis (see Section 1.8).

3

It is generally agreed that the prime cause of almost 95%
of all accidents involves human factors. The
understanding of human factors and the incorporation
of this understanding into road design is therefore
important to the safety performance of the road traffic
system.

4

The human factors interaction process has four main
components:
(a) man - the road user;
(b) machine - broadly any object or process which man
uses to complete a driver related task - man and
machine interact so that man receives sensory
information from the machine and manipulates the
ma- chine by the use of controls;
(c) workspace - the space in which man and machine
function;
(d) environment -the man - machine - workspace
combination exist in an environment which affects
individual performance - a working environment
including such aspects as illumination, sound,
vibration, climate and the psychological environment.
This information is illustrated simplistically in Figure 1.20.

5

to receive and process mainly visual inputs - be
stimulated by some, make predictions and decisions
about actions, execute the necessary actions, and
observe the outputs of the actions through the receipt
and processing of new information inputs. This is an
intermittent rather than a continuous process, varying
ac- cording to the changing complexity of the
environment. The driver is therefore acting as part of
a "driver-vehicle-road" closed-loop system.

It is important, when considering human factors, to
realise that there is no "a-typical" person. All the relevant
human factors are subject to wide variations in value.
Designers have to attempt to design to accommodate
the widest possible range of values, yet, in doing so,
will set limits outside which some percentage of the
population will fall e.g. the visual acuity of drivers.

(a) inadequate input for a given task e.g. negotiating a
complex junction;
(b) out-of-range inputs e.g. uncommon events;
(c) incorrect input sampling or slow processing by a driver
(see Section 4.4);
(d) an information overload resulting in the shedding of
load, and on judgement decisions on the relative
importance of information;
(e) comparisons and decisions are affected by stress,
arousal, motivation and type of input;
(f) drivers may make serious errors.

1.7.3 Driver Characteristics
1

T h i s section o n l y deals with the sensory and
physical abilities as they relate to the provision of road
traffic signs. Figure 1.20 illustrates a "Cognitive Motivational Model" dealing with driver behaviour.
2

It must be assumed that driving is the same as any other
human skill in that drivers carry out tasks using values,
norms, attitudes, motives and expectations which reflect
the views of their peer or social groups. Since these factors
form part of driver's social value structure they are difficult
to influence or change. It should also be accepted
that there are drivers who have below normal levels of
experience or even literacy.

3

Information input is received by drivers' sensory systems
as follows (in order of importance):
(a) visual (sight);

The driving process can be broken down into four main
tasks:
(a) pre-trip planning (macro-performance);
(b) control(micro-performance);
(c) guidance (vehicle manoeuvring performance);
(d) navigation (macro-performance).

situational

The driving system tasks require an "input - output"
operation which can be described as an "informationdecision-action-observation" sequence. A driver's task is

MAY 2012

(b) kinesthetic (movement);
(c) vestibular (equilibrium);
(d) auditory (hearing).

The information needs of these tasks is covered in Subsection 1.7.4 (see Figure 1.21).
2

The major aspects of driver behaviour are:
(a) psychological traits - intelligence, learning ability,
motivation, skills, attitudes and desires;
(b) sensory abilities- vision and hearing;
(c) physical abilities - response or reaction time;
(d) medical condition - alcohol, drugs, disease or
physical impairment.

1.7.2 The Driving System
1

These concepts are illustrated in a "Task Demand
Model” in Figure 1.20.This model does not however
indicate the following:

4

In the driving task some 90% of a driver's information is
provided by vision. Visual sensory processes are the
only ones pertinent to maintaining course, detecting
obstacles, and for reading road signs, road markings,
traffic signals and other forms of delineation. Drivers do
not observe the road ahead continuously. They blink,
observe objects well off the line of the road, use the rear
view mirror, read the vehicle instruments together with
many other functions.
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HUMAN FACTORS

Fig 1.20

Human Factors Models
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1.7.3

HUMAN FACTORS

Fig 1.20

Human Factors Models
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1.7.4

HUMAN FACTORS

The process is a sampling one. Sampling levels are low
when a driver has good local knowledge and need to be
higher when in an unfamiliar environment, when ambient
light levels are low or when traffic volumes are high. When
several such factors occur simultaneously, an
information overload will likely occur.
5

5

If the driver should be presented with several complex
situations at the same time or over a very short time span
a point may be reached when the driver cannot process
the information without error.

6

A priori knowledge relates to all three tasks. This knowledge, in an experienced driver, makes the control task
almost an automatic one and in a similar way reduces the
burden of the guidance task. The more information prepared during the pre-trip planning stage, the less will
need to be acquired during a trip to complete the
navigation task successfully.

7

The "Perception-Reaction time" I s the interval
between receipt of a secondary input and the initial
response output to what has been received. Often termed
the "Perception- Intellection-Emotion and Volition", or
the PIEV time. This time is made up of:

It is important that road designer’s and those providing
road signs recognise the potential for a build-up of
information, and take action wherever possible to spread
the information by keeping the less important information
for less busy areas, e.g. placing confirmation signs close
to an interchange but well beyond any other signs.

8

(a) perception time taken to form a mental image of
sensation received via the body;
(b) intellection involves reasoning towards a decision;
(c) emotion is the affective and subjective part of one's
consciousness;
(d) volition is the act of making a choice or decision.

At locations where driver's expectations are not realised,
drivers may require longer response time and will have a
tendency to make inappropriate or hazardous responses.
Although expectancies occur at all task levels, their
importance is probably greatest at the guidance l evel
(see Section 1.8).

9

In considering what information to put before drivers,
designers must therefore use good communication
techniques and provide information in a credible manner.
Coding is a technique commonly used on road signs to
reduce the time required to take in information. Coding
can use colour e.g. freeway sign background, or
numbers instead of words (route numbers), or symbols in
place of words. The use of numbers and symbols also
results in a reduced need for the display of word
messages in different languages. These codes are,
however, likely to be counter-productive if drivers are
not adequately made aware of their specific functions. If
new codes are introduced education must be
undertaken to improve the credibility of the traffic control
devices used.

There are several factors which affect visual ability. The
most important of these are;
(a) visual acuity - the ability of the eye to see fine detailacute vision is limited to very small angles of view and
decreases further as drivers age (see Section 4.4);
(b) visual sensibility - permits the detection of
luminance and contrast (see Sections 1.4 and 4.4);
(c) colour vision;
(d) perceptual and cognitive factors - including the times
for eye movement to occur and to complete a search
operation. These factors place a real limit on the
amount of new information drivers can obtain because of time limitations.

6

1.7.4 Information Needs
1

Drivers must receive reliable,
credible and
understandable information to minimise uncertainty in
order to make sound decisions in relation to driving
tasks.

2

Of the four tasks identified in paragraph 1.7.2.1 pre-trip
planning provides information which will be remembered
during the navigation task. The control task requires
information on vehicle position and orientation as well
as feedback from actions such as braking, accelerating
and steering. The guidance task refers to the selection of
speed and path within the roadway. Information is
therefore required in order to make decisions relating to
such activities as lane changing, overtaking, merging,
weaving etc. Information used in the navigation task
comes from memory (from pre-trip planning and
experience), landmarks and direction signs.

3

The three on-road tasks vary in their complexity and
primacy of action. The following five principles have been
developed in relation to the systematic presentation of
information to drivers:
(a) first things first - primacy;
(b) do not overload- processing limitations;
(c) acquire information before getting on the road-a priori
knowledge;
(d) keep the information at a consistent level- spreading;
(e) do not surprise- expectancy.

4

control or guidance level may lead to a catastrophic
result whereas a failure at the navigation level is noncatastrophic, unless of course some control or guidance
failure follows (see Figure 1.21).

The concept of primacy is based on the acceptance that
at any given instant some driver information is more
important than other information. A task hierarchy of
control before guidance or navigation, and guidance before navigation, is thus established. A task failure at the
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10 The credibility of an individual traffic control device depends not only on its own specific physical context but
also on how it is used in relation to other traffic control
devices. This implies a clear responsibility on the part of
designers to consider not only the s p ec i f i c problem
in hand, but also the effect of the proposed solution on
the traffic system as a whole. Inconsistent signs and
traffic control devices tend to destroy general credibility
in the total traffic system.

1.7.5 Human Factors Checklist
1 The following critical items should be addressed in any
phase of road design:
(a) What is the driver's task?
(b) What is the information need?
(c) What is the information source and when is it
provided?
(d) Does the information contradict any other information?
(e) Does the information contradict driver expectation?
(f) Does anything interfere with the information
transfer?
(g) What are the likely consequences of an error?
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1.8

POSITIVE GUIDANCE

1.8.1 General
1

"Positive Guidance" is a road safety philosophy that
advocates the creation and maintenance of a public
road environment which will provide road users with the
optimum amount of visual information which is:
(a) useful - the limitation is that non-useful or nonpertinent information takes time to process - this
reduces human performance for necessary
information processing and reaction;
(b) prioritized for importance - the performance limitation
again applies to human reaction;
(c) uniform (and without surprises - expectancy) - man
develops response habits as a defence mechanism driver expectancy results i n automatic, and time
saving, responses to standard stimuli- the ultimate
objective of positive guidance techniques; and
(d) easily visible under the widest range of conditions standards used must be as close to the ideal as
possible.

2

This information is deemed necessary to ensure that
competent drivers are given appropriate information
about hazards and inefficiencies to avoid errors. Positive
guidance combines road/traffic engineering and human
factors disciplines to produce a visual information system
matched to road facility characteristics and driver
attributes.

3

There are few situations where all factors combine in a
standard manner. Positive guidance procedures apply
standards and policies with sufficient flexibility, but with a
high quality, to effect safety at site-specific locations and
on a system-wide road network basis.

4

It is not appropriate to cover positive guidance in depth in
this Manual. However, in providing an insight into the
subject (as with "Human Factors" in Section 1.7) the
objective is to make designers aware or the philosophy and
to encourage them to incorporate the principles or the
Manual to their work.

1.8.2
1

2

3

principles various design values have been stated (see
Chapter 4). These values are economic values and
can, and should, be enhanced if there are indications of
inadequacy. Such indications may come from the
implementation of positive guidance procedures. It is of
fundamental importance that, when enhanced, the
enhanced values be adhered to consistently (see Subsection 1.8.3).

1.8.3 Driver Expectancy
1

The concept of "driver expectancy" is mentioned briefly
in Section 1.7 as a human factor. The term relates to
the process by which an individual (road user)
develops ideas and concepts which, when presented
with a stimulus of some sort (visual, tactile, auditory
etc.) conditions the response to the stimulus. The
response may be directly related to the stimulus or it
may be totally unrelated to it, except that the response
has been triggered by the stimulus. The predisposition
of an individual in the form or ideas and concepts is very
influential in determining the manner of response to a
stimulus and is referred to as the "expected set" or the
"expectancy" of the individual.

2

When these circumstances are applied to the driving
task, the expected situation is a constantly changing
one, and
environmental influences are
very
pronounced. This in turn reduces the predictability of
responses to stimuli. Driver expectancy can therefore be
described as an inclination to respond to a roadway or
traffic situation in a set manner, based on previous
experience. It must be understood that the response is to
an "expected" situation and NOT the actual one.

3

When the actual situation conforms to the expected
situation there i s little l i k e l i h o o d of uncertainty. When
the actual situation differs from the expected situation a
complex decision making and response process occurs.
The process will take the following generalised sequence:

Positive Guidance and the Manual

Although this Manual does not set as a basic concept the
practice of designing to 85 percentile values, the practice
is advocated occasionally and it is a common traffic
engineering practice. Specific requirements, sometimes
stated as warrants, are included in the Manual but not
universally so. This situation is deliberate because most
road user information situations have such a wide
range of potential variables, and combinations of
variables, that to prescribe these practices too closely is
considered inadvisable.
The Manual is intended to be used as a basic policy and
standards document and as such may at times appear
vague in i ts application. However, it leaves scope for
interpretation and extension of policy at, for instance,
local levels. In this context the Manual mainly offers
minimum requirements, although preferred or desirable
values are regularly stated. There is there- fore always
scope to provide a greater level of visual information than
is perhaps indicated. This i s what "positive guidance"
is all about - not just doing the minimum.
In order to demonstrate the application of design

MAY 2012

(a) the i nformation available must be sufficient to
convince a driver that the expected situation is in
fact incorrect (this information is significantly more
than would have been required to confirm
expectancy);
(b) the incorrect set of expectations must be replaced by
a new set;
(c) the normal perception - reaction process may then
continue.
4

During the process of formulating expectations for typical
situations it is considered that drivers expect the
following from the visual information system on public
roads:
(a) that the information be uniform in its display and
detailing;
(b) that the visual elements will be sufficiently
conspicuous at a distance which will permit a safe
driver to perform the required manoeuvre(s) within a
speed limit related perception - reaction time
(when such conspicuity is difficult to achieve
additional measures, such as high visibility treatment
or
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visual information system of the road network. In this
regard the data requirements and the actions taken
should be integrated into established road network
planning
and
management
systems,
including
geographic information systems (GIS). Whilst there is a
place for the assessment of accident concentrations
from the positive guidance approach, this should be
carried out with the objective of determining system
safeguards. The use of the term "site" should therefore be
understood in the broad context.

sign repetition must be considered - examples of
such techniques are referred to regularly through out the Manual);
(c) that the information for all road users is appropriate to
the circumstances and relevant constraints.
5

Application of positive guidance procedures on a site specific basis can affect the resultant driver expectation for
similar
sites elsewhere. This effect may be
d e t r i m e n t a l i f expectancy levels become inflated
and common levels of positive guidance treatment do not
occur (see Subsection 1.8.5).

2

1.8.4 Visual Information System
1

The principal components of the roadway visual
information system are covered in depth in this
Manual. Visual information can be categorised as
formal or informal as indicated below:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

(a) formal information sources:

(b)

(i)

road signs (Chapters 2, 3,4 and 5);

(ii)

road markings including other delineation
devices (Chapter 7);

(iii)

traffic signals (Chapter 6 and Volume 3);

(iv)

vehicle tail lights;

3

(v) road maps, brochures etc.;
informal information sources:
(i)

road geometry;

(ii)

roadside furniture and vegetation;

2

pedestrians and vehicles, both stationary
and moving;

(v)

a priori knowledge.

If drivers cannot always be protected from all hazards in
their environment they must be given sufficient visual
information to protect themselves.

3

In order to set up a uniform system-wide visual
information system and to assess specific problem
areas, adequate inventories and data must be available.

4

There are many situations where "stopping sight
distance" does not allow time for an appropriate, unhurried
response to stimuli. This is most likely to be when:
(a) there are complex and/or multiple decisions to be
made;
(b) there is visual clutter or "noise";
(c) stopping is not the appropriate hazard avoiding
manoeuvre.
Such situations are likely to be common on multi-lane
metropolitan freeways carrying heavy volumes of traffic.
Under these circumstances designers are recommended
to use the "decision sight distance" which is the distance
at which a driver can detect a hazard in an environment of
visual clutter, recognise it as a threat, select an
appropriate speed and path, and perform the required
manoeuvre safely and efficiently (see Sub- section
4.8.2.)

1.8.5 Positive Guidance in Practice
1

site definition;
site problem description;
site hazard identification;
hazard visibility assessment;
expectancy violation determination;
information load analysis;
information need specification;
system evaluation.

A similar system of "Highway Safety Audits" has been
developed in the UK. Both systems should be studied
and considered by road and local authorities since they
offer the prospect of high returns at low cost, or a good
cost-benefit ratio.

1.8.6

(iii) personal directions:
(iv)

The US Department of Transportation, Federal Highway
Administration, has developed detailed procedures for
positive guidance site investigations. The principle
components are listed below and diagrammatically i n
Figure 1.22. Each activity shapes or is shaped by the
preceding or following activity. The activities are:

Example of Driving Task I Information
System Assessment

1

Figure 1.23 shows a busy section of three lane freeway
carriageway and illustrates a number of typical traffic
manoeuvres, which under the circumstances, would
probably require greater than minimum time and I or
distance to accomplish.

2

The direction signs shown have generally been designed taking the road conditions into account. Overhead signs have been used in the main due to the high risk
of ground mounted signs being obscured by the
anticipated heavy traffic flows and expected significant
numbers of heavy vehicles.

3

Sign GC2U has been sited further from the exit point
than normal due to the mix of heavy traffic to allow more
time for lane changing manoeuvres by drivers wishing to
exit at EXIT "A".

4 Vehicle No. 1 is shown in various positions A, B, C. D.
E and F as it progresses along the section of roadway.
Prior to position 1A the driver would have seen sign
GA8 which indicates an exit some 3 km ahead. The
sign gives the interchange number and the destinations
for the next three exits. At position 1A the driver is
executing an overtaking manoeuvre, moving into the outer
lane. In doing so his limited ability to see sign GA1, over
the crest, is further diminished by his attention to the
manoeuvre. Having moved further to position 1B his sight
of sign GA1 is partially obscured by heavy vehicles and
he receives virtually no message (if he sees the sign at
all). Sign GA1 is also obscured, at the legibility distance,
for the driver of Vehicle No.2.
5 At position 1C the driver now receives the exit mes-

The primary positive guidance effort should be directed at
achieving better design and management of the total
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Fig 1.22
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sage he requires from sign GC2U.To make the exit he will
need to make two or three lane change manoeuvres.
The sign tells him that there are two exit lanes. Under
the volumes of traffic shown such manoeuvres are likely
to take considerably more than the minimum time due to
the relatively few suitable gaps available. The two
manoeuvres are shown at 1D and 1E, taking a total of
around 20 seconds to complete at 120 km/h.
Confirmation of the exit position is received at position
1E and the decision is taken to move into the dedicated
exit lane (position 1F).This decision was taken
because a slow moving heavy vehicle had changed
lane, out of the dedicated exit lane in front of him
(position
4). The driver receives confirmation that he is 300m
from the exit some3 seconds after this last manoeuvre as
he passes the first countdown sign.
6

Other typical overtaking manoeuvres, of differing
complexity, are shown at positions 3,5 and 6.The
manoeuvre at position 5 is a complex control guidance
manoeuvre because of the movement of the heavy
vehicle to the left.

7

Movements at positions 7 and 8 illustrate the complexity of
weaving to and from EXIT "8", with a very short length of
lane in which to accomplish this. Following distances are likely
to fall below safety levels under such circumstances.

8

The location of sign GC3U is limited by the two overbridges at 450 m and 800 m resulting in limited sight
distance.

9

The regular obscuration of sign GA1 could be reduced by
relocating it to around 2200 m, and probably eliminated
by mounting it i n an overhead position. This would
reduce pressure on the lane change movements required
to exit at EXIT "A" and "8".

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

10 Other traffic control devices, most of which represent a
hazard of some sort, are indicated by a black dol.

1.8.7 Bibliography for Human Factors
and Positive Guidance
1

The following documents represent only a limited reading list.
Material from these documents has been incorporated into
Sections 1.7 and 1.8, particularly into Figures 1.20 to 1.23,
and is hereby acknowledged. Most include an extensive list
of further references:
1. International Commission on Illumination. Road
signs. Publication CIE No.74, 1988;
2. Southern African Road Federation. System Design of
Highways for Operational Efficiency and Safety
- Human Factors Considerations, 1976;
3. Exter J 0. Driver Information - Traffic Control Devices,
1977;
4. Alexander G J and Lunenfeld H. Positive Guidance in
Traffic Control, Federal Highways Administration,
1975;
5. Federal Highways Administration. A User's Guide to
Positive Guidance, 1977;
6. Federal Highways Administration. A User's Guide to
Positive Guidance. 3rd Edition, 1990;
7. Wright PH and Ashford N J. Transportation EngiNeering - Pl anning and Design, 3rd Edition, 1989;
8. Krause Ret a. Positive Guidance - New Visions for
Safer Highways - Report of the National Advisory
Task Force on Positive Guidance,1990;
9. Lay M G. Handbook of Road Technology, as
published in the Journal of the Australian Road
Research Board,1989.
10. The Institution of Highways and Transportation.
Guidelines for the Safety Audit of Highways, 1990.
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1.9

1.9.1

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING

1.9.1 General
1

2

It is outside the scope of this Manual to offer in depth
guidance on the management of outdoor advertising.
However, the function of outdoor advertising, in the
main, is to attract the attention of road users. In this
respect such advertising can be considered to be in
conflict with the function of road traffic signs if not
properly managed.
If an outdoor advertisement can be considered to have
adverse effects for road users these effects can occur in
one of two ways, namely:
(a) environmentally - in the sense that the location of a
particular advertisement, or an accumulation of
advertisements, detracts from the appearance of an
attractive and cared for environment in cities, towns
and the countryside; and
(b) road safety - in that the display of an advertisement
may have an effect on the safe use and operation of
any form of traffic or transportation within or
entering a roadway, as a result of the behaviour of
drivers of vehicles, cyclists or pedestrians whose
attention is distracted by such an advertisement,
and also through any possible confusion with any
road traffic sign.

3

5

6

It is not unreasonable to accept, at least in part, that if
uncontrolled advertising attempts to provide in-trip
information, that there is likely to be a deficiency in the
information given by the official road signing provision.
This Manual makes provision in Chapter 4 for a
hierarchal range of direction signs including the subclassifications TOURISM and LOCAL DIRECTION
signs. These sign categories are intended to function in
a supplementary role to the main direction signing
system, and particularly at the local level. Even if pretrip planning is undertaken by longer distance travellers,
there are likely to be gaps in their knowledge at a local
level. These gaps may be satisfied by adequate
standards and levels of local area road signing, as
covered by the Manual, and provided by the responsible
road authority, or by informal unco-ordinated and
random advertisements. The adequacy of such local
level road signs will only be achieved if they are made
to conform to conspicuity and legibility guidelines, and
if road users are made aware of the manner of the
provision of road sign information at a local level.
In considering the management of outdoor advertising the
following factors are relevant:
(a) the environment;
(b) land use;
(c) the road type (based on traffic characteristics);
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In the context of a road· environment three broad divisions
of environment appear to have significance:
(a) rural;
(b) peri-urban;
(c) urban.

7

Land use categories which generate particular demands for
advertising, or advertising management, are:
(a) agricultural;
(b) residential;
(c) industrial;
(d) commercial;
(e) public roadway;
(f) railway reserve;
(g) transport terminals - particularly airports and railway stations.
The last of these is included because it represents, in
some situations, a major land use where advertising
has been traditionally targeted at road users.

8

The information imparted to a road user by an outdoor
advertisement can be considered to fall into two broad
categories:
(a) in-trip information - aimed at offering specific services
or directions required by road users to break, continue or
complete their trip e.g. - fuel, food or accommodation
advertising; or
(b) non-trip information - general information having no
bearing on the fact that the observer is travelling on a
road system e.g. cigarette advertising.

4

(d) the type of advertisement.

The road type, in combination with the environment in
which it exists and in conjunction with the surrounding
land use categories, will dictate the complexity of the
driving task to which advertising information is added.
Relevant road types are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

9

freeway;
regional route/arterial;
collector/distributor;
access;
residential.

Types of advertisement can be broadly categorised
into large and small, and an appropriate division
appears to exist in this context over and under an area of
2 square metres. The intrusion of advertising into the
driving task, either into spare attention capacity or in
addition to an overloaded attention capacity situation, is
likely to result from one or more of the following
attributes of an outdoor advertisement:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

size;
number (repetition);
colour(s);
movement;
concept.

1.9.2 Conspicuity
1

The conspicuity of road traffic signs can be adversely
affected by the presence of outdoor advertising signs.
When a target road traffic sign has to compete with a
visual clutter of advertising and other signs for the
attention of drivers, its conspicuity may have to be
improved by one or more of a number of measures,
such as:
(a) an increase in sign size;
(b) the mounting of the sign on a backing-board or high
visibility background;
(c) illumination.
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Notwithstanding measures to manage outdoor
advertising there are certain environments that are
unlikely to change significantly with respect to the
competition offered to road traffic signs by
advertisements. Shopping streets and commercial
and industrial areas have well established advertising
practices that are unlikely to change. A road authority
should therefore recognise this situation, and if it
wishes to erect road traffic signs that must be seen, it
must take action to ensure that the road traffic sign
conspicuity is adequate. Research has shown that,
on average, the successful targeting of road traffic
signs may occur as little as 11% of the time if drivers
are not specifically looking for signs (attention
conspicuity), and only 50% of the time if they are
actively looking for signs (search conspicuity).

(ii) no advertising should be permitted within 50
m of the perimeter of an intersection on an
arterial road, or in peri-urban and rural areas;
(iii) no advertising should be permitted within 30
m of the front of any road sign or traffic signal;
(iv) great care should be exercised in permitting
advertising within the cone of vision of a driver
observing any road sign on a freeway or a
traffic signal, including a suitable effective
distance behind such signs or signals.
(c) be misunderstood to represent a road traffic sign
due to any factor, including the following:
(i) any form of arrow or other directional device;
(ii) any symbol, logo or other device as used on a
road traffic sign;
(iii) use of combinations of colours specified for road
signs;
(vi) statements calling for a driver to turn off the route
on which he is travelling or to make a U-turn;
(d) be aesthetically in conflict with the environment in
which it is placed.

1.9.3 Distraction
1

2

Limited research indicates that the distraction effect of
even large billboard advertisements is not necessarily
great. The attention conspicuity capability of an
advertisement
may, however, be significantly
increased by the use of moving components (variable
messages, wind rotation),illumination, or fluorescent
colours, or all of these factors to the detriment of the
attention conspicuity of road traffic signs. A traffic
hazard could result from such a level of distraction.
It is therefore recommended that, until such time as
a code of practice for outdoor advertising is available,
all advertising signs to be placed within, over or
directed at a public road be required to be submitted to
the road authority for approval prior to installation. An
authorised official should have the power to order the
removal of any advertisement which has been
installed without approval, and should refuse approval
for the installation of any advertising sign if, in his
opinion, the sign is likely to:
(a) distract the attention of a driver in a manner likely
to lead to unsafe driving conditions;
(b) conflict with any road traffic sign EXCEPT as
provided for in Subsection 1.9.4 - until such time
as a code of practice is available in this regard the
following controls are recommended:

1.9.4 Advertising in Association with Road
Traffic Signs
1

Advertising material comprising a sign, placard,
notice, sticker, or banner shall not be displayed from
a road traffic sign, or any road traffic sign support,
whether such support has any other purpose or n o t .

2

It should be noted that some sign manufacturing
specifications require sign manufacturers to include
their name, i n addition to other information, on the
reverse side of road signs to identify the manufacturer
of the signs. This is not, therefore, classified as
advertising.

3

In terms of legislation an association or club providing
a road authority with a road sign, as a form of service
or sponsorship, may display a badge or token on the
signface, under specified conditions.

(i) no advertising should be permitted within an
intersection;
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CHAPTER 2:
REGULATORY SIGNS
2.0

CONTENTS

This contents listing illustrates each officially approved sign
in the regulatory sign class with the sign number and
name. A page reference is given within this chapter where
each sign is discussed and a cross reference is given to
Volume 4 where the symbol and other data are detailed.

The front page of the Contents gives an over view of the
regulatory sign class and its subdivisions which are
explained in more detail on the following pages and in
Section 2.1.

REGULATORY SIGN CLASSIFICATION AND COLOUR CODE
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The front page of the Contents gives an overview of the
Regulatory sign class and its subdivision using actual sign
examples. Figures 2.1 to 2.3 expand upon this illustration
to show how the shape and colour of signs have
significance. The Regulatory sign class is a relatively
complex grouping of signs, not least for the reason that
these signs, more than any others, have legal significance
both for road users and for authorities erecting the signs. It
is important therefore that the applicability of each type of
sign is clearly understood by all. In Figures 2.1 and 2.2 the

generic way to emphasise the importance of sign shape
and sign colour. Regulatory sign message can generally
be grouped into messages given by NUMBERS (LIMITS),
ARROWS (ACTIONS) and most commonly SYMBOL
(OBJECT), although in a limited number of cases, for
instance, an ACTION can be illustrated by a SYMBOL.
Regulatory signs are grouped into six different numbered
series – R1, R100, R200, R300, R400 and ®500 with a
small number of specific de-restriction in a R600 series.

Detail 2.1.1

Basic Regulatory Sign Class Subdivisions

Detail 2.1.2

Development of Shape and Colour

Fig 2.1

REGULATORY

Regulatory Sign Classification
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RESERVATION – Conditional Regulatory Signs

“Reservation” has been omitted from all sign names due to space constraints
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Section 2.6:

COMPREHENSIVE – Conditional Regulatory Signs

Section 2.7:

SELECTIVE RESTRICTION – Regulatory Signs
EXCLUSIVE SECONDARY MESSAGE – Regulatory Signs

NOTE:

Exclusive Secondary Message signs shall ONLY be used with another REGULATORY sign.
An Exclusive Secondary Message sign uses the same colours as that REGULATORY sign.

(1)
(2)

TIME LIMIT Sub - Group
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SYMBOL MESSAGE Sub – Group (Objects Category)

References
V1 2.7.7
V4 2.7.31
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References
V1 2.7.7
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CONTENTS

In principle SELECTIVE RESTRICTION signs may be
created by combining any R1, R100, R200, or R300 series
sign with any sign in the (R)500 series. In practice the vast
majority of possible combinations are never likely to be
used. Signs used are likely to fall into two groups – those
used commonly, and those required rarely for specialised
applications.
SELECTIVE RESTRICTION
signs comprise two
component parts. The upper component is a PRIMARY
MESSAGE sign from one of the R1, R100, R200, or R300
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series which is displayed with a lower component
SECONDARY MESSAGE sign from the (R)500 series. The
function of the secondary message is that it changes the
applicability of the primary message. Primary and
secondary sign components ALWAYS use the same colour
code. (R)500 sign shall not be used on their own.
All MANDATORY, COMPREHENSIVE and SECONDARY
MESSAGE signs can be categorised as representing a
restriction in some way, as a LIMIT, as an ACTION, or as
an OBJECT.
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